fyi

From: Ron Matson <rmatson@kennesaw.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:46 PM
To: Andrew Payne <apayne76@kennesaw.edu>; David Evans <devans@kennesaw.edu>; Ian Ferguson <ifergus3@kennesaw.edu>; Ivan Pulinkala <ipulinka@kennesaw.edu>; Jon Preston <jprest20@kennesaw.edu>; Lynn Disbrow <l disbrow@kennesaw.edu>; Mark Tillman <mtillm13@kennesaw.edu>; Marla Bell <mbell@kennesaw.edu>; Pam Cole <pcole@kennesaw.edu>; Renee Butler <rbutle35@kennesaw.edu>; Rita Bailey <rbaile62@kennesaw.edu>; Robin Cheramie <rcheram1@kennesaw.edu>; Scott Gordon <sgordo35@kennesaw.edu>; Shawn Long <s long70@kennesaw.edu>; Tim Blumentritt <tblument@kennesaw.edu>
Cc: Kathy Schwaig <kschwaig@kennesaw.edu>; Zachary Kerns <zkerns1@kennesaw.edu>; Jeremy Walts <jwalts@kennesaw.edu>; Brichaya Shah <bshah4@kennesaw.edu>; Michele DiPietro <mdipietr@kennesaw.edu>; Anissa Vega <avega4@kennesaw.edu>
Subject: Broadcasting a class

Deans,

Here is another potential source to help your faculty teach remotely. Zach Kerns and Jeremy Walts (copied) from the Department of Event and Venue Management want you to know that their team is available to help your faculty broadcast their class from a “streaming classroom.” If you think any of your faculty would be interested in this broadcast service, please ask them to email: streaming@kennesaw.edu

Thanks.

Ron